MA

Research Master Philosophy

Join leading researchers with expertise in all disciplines of philosophy

rug.nl/masters/philosophy-research
The Research Master Philosophy provides a thorough grounding in philosophical research. This two-year programme gives you the skills to analyse complex arguments and problems, and the ability to present ideas in a clear and rigorous manner. It prepares you to do a PhD in philosophy and provides expertise for other jobs where research skills are needed such as think tank, consultancy and journalism. With our flexible curriculum you can pursue your own research interest.

› Choose one of three specializations: history of philosophy, theoretical philosophy, or ethics, social and political philosophy

› Receive training in academic English; improve your skills in writing and presenting

› Personal supervision and mentoring in a friendly community

› Study at a faculty with internationally renowned staff

› Positions available as paid teaching assistant

› We offer two talent grants of €5000 to the most talented non-EU/EEA students; all non-EU/EEA students will receive a faculty scholarship of 50%